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mosquito, where it will develop, and sooner or later the
mosquito will find his chance to pass the poison on. So
every one must be netted, particularly, of course, any one
who has, or recently has had, malaria. In fact if there is a
shortage of nets, use them first for those who have the
germs in their blood, so as, if possible, to prevent the
mosquitoes being able to get any poison to infect others
with. Remember one thing : a mosquito cannot pass on
the poison until it has been inside its body for about ten
days. This gives you ten days in which to catch the
mosquito after it has picked up the poison. If, therefore,
you make a point of killing, every day, every mosquito
you can possibly catch, you will be pretty certain of catching
any malaria-infected ones there may be, before their ten
days are up and they can pass on the infection. There are
many ways of catching mosquitoes: Flit costs a little
money but not as much as malaria. Teach the children
to soap their hands, shake the curtains and stir up all the
likely sleeping-places, and then catch the mosquitoes on
their soapy hands as they fly out. There are various kinds
of traps too, which your Health Officer will tell you about.
The anopheles or malaria-carrying mosquito stands on his
head when at rest and the culex or harmless one sits at rest
in the shape of an arch. Their larvae in the water, however,
are the reverse. The anopheles larva lies flat below the
surface of the water and the culex larva lies at an angle.
When in doubt, destroy them all! Every villager should
be able to recognize them both at sight in both states, and
so should every rural worker, gazetted, non-gazetted,
official or non-official.
Quinine, of course, every home must stock. Don't wait
for free issues. Buy and keep it yourself just as you keep
pepper and salt. It is quite cheap, and more important

